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focusing on the historic tensions between the three Abrahamic faiths: Judaism,
Christianity and Islam. Drawing on arguments from evolutionary psychology,
game theory, history, philosophy, ethics and theology, Sacks shows how a
tendency to violence can subvert even the most compassionate of religions.
Through a close reading of key biblical texts at the heart of the Abrahamic
faiths, Sacks then challenges those who claim that religion is intrinsically a
cause of violence, and argues that theology must become part of the solution if
it is not to remain at the heart of the problem. This book is a rebuke to all those
who kill in the name of the God of life, wage war in the name of the God of peace,
hate in the name of the God of love, and practise cruelty in the name of the God
of compassion. For the sake of humanity and the free world, the time has come for
people of all faiths and none to stand together and declare: Not In God's Name.
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Violence and New Religious Movements James R. Lewis 2011-04-06 Violence
involving alternative religions has long been a topic of intense public interest.
This volume examines the famous incidents of murder and suicide concerning
Jonestown, Heaven's Gate, AUM Shinrikyo, the Branch Davidians, and the Solar
Temple, and other, less prominent new religions. This collection of essays
represents the culmination of decades of reflection by specialists in the field.
Encyclopedia of Global Religion Mark Juergensmeyer 2012 Presents entries A to
L of a two-volume encyclopedia discussing religion around the globe, including
biographies, concepts and theories, places, social issues, movements, texts, and
traditions.
Interreligious Curriculum for Peace Education in Nigeria Isaiah Ekundayo Dada
2019-04-18 Nigeria, a country under a military regime for several years,
transitioned to a civilian regime in May 1999. Since this change, violent conflicts
between Christians and Muslims have continued to erupt. They constitute one of
the gravest dangers facing Nigeria, a country with a population of 189 million
people. What have Nigerian religious leaders done about this situation,
especially in educational circles? Have they received formal educational training
to understand the causes of this violence and especially how to provide
alternatives for more peaceful relations within Nigeria? Does the current
educational system in Nigeria provide the main ingredients for the promotion of a
culture of peace? The absence and neglect of interreligious peace education as
part of a peace education core program and the lack of an interreligious
curriculum for peace education in the training of religious leaders are the two
problems contributing towards the lack of effectiveness of religious leaders in
promoting less violent and more peaceful living. The solution to the problem is
proposed in this book entitled Interreligious Curriculum for Peace Education in
Nigeria. The book develops a one-year curriculum, building on Yoruba, Islamic &
Christian conceptions of peace, and teaches how to create safe, caring,
spiritual, peaceful and successful interfaith relationships between all Nigerian
religious communities. In the long term, the book helps to educate religious
leaders to contribute, in themselves and with the help of their respective
religious communities, to reducing the growing religious violence in Nigeria.
The Oxford Handbook of Religion, Conflict, and Peacebuilding Atalia Omer
2015-01-28 This volume provides a comprehensive and interdisciplinary account
of the scholarship on religion, conflict, and peacebuilding. Looking far beyond the
traditional parameters of the field, the contributors engage deeply with the
legacies of colonialism, missionary activism, secularism, orientalism, and
liberalism as they relate to the discussion of religion, violence, and nonviolent
transformation and resistance. Featuring numerous case studies from various
contexts and traditions, the volume is organized thematically into five different
parts. It begins with an up-to-date mapping of scholarship on religion and
violence, and religion and peace. The second part explores the challenges related
to developing secularist theories on peace and nationalism, broadening the
discussion of violence to include an analysis of cultural and structural forms.
In the third section, the chapters explore controversial topics such as religion
and development, religious militancy, and the freedom of religion as a keystone of
peacebuilding. The fourth part locates notions of peacebuilding in spiritual
practice by focusing on constructive resources within various traditions, the
transformative role of rituals, youth and interfaith activism in American
university campuses, religion and solidarity activism, scriptural reasoning as a
peacebuilding practice, and an extended reflection on the history and legacy of
missionary peacebuilding. The volume concludes by looking to the future of
peacebuilding scholarship and the possibilities for new growth and progress.
Bringing together a diverse array of scholars, this innovative handbook grapples
with the tension between theory and practice, cultural theory, and the legacy
of the liberal peace paradigm, offering provocative, elastic, and context-specific
insights for strategic peacebuilding processes.
Sacrifice Margo Kitts 2022-07-28 After over a century of grand theorizing
about the universal dimensions to the practice of ritual sacrifice, scholars now
question the analytical utility of the notion writ large. The word 'sacrifice'
(Latin sacrificium) itself frequently is broken down into its Latin roots, sacer,
sacred, and facere, to do or to make – to do or to make sacred – which is a huge
category and also vague. Presuming it is people and places that are made sacred,
we must question the dynamics. Does sacrifice 'make sacred' by summoning the
presence of gods or ancestors? By offering gifts to them? By dining with them? By
restoring or establishing cosmic order? By atoning for personal or collective
sins? By rectifying social disequilibrium through scapegoating? By inducing an
existential epiphany about life and death? While this short Element cannot cover
all complexities and practices, it does treat critically some prominent themes,
theories, and controversies concerning sacrifice, from ancient to present times.
Not in God's Name Jonathan Sacks 2015-06-11 Despite predictions of continuing
secularisation, the twenty-first century has witnessed a surge of religious
extremism and violence in the name of God. In this powerful and timely book,
Jonathan Sacks explores the roots of violence and its relationship to religion,
princeton-readings-in-religion-and-violence
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The Blackwell Companion to Religion and Violence Andrew R. Murphy
2011-04-20 The timely Blackwell Companion to Religion and Violence brings
together an international, interdisciplinary group of scholars who provide a
coherent state of the art overview of the complex relationships between religion
and violence. This companion tackles one of the most important topics in the field
of Religion in the twenty-first century, pulling together a unique collection of
cutting-edge work A focused collection of high-quality scholarship provides
readers with a state-of-the-art account of the latest work in this field The
contributors are broad-ranging, international, and interdisciplinary, and include
historians, political scientists, religious studies scholars, sociologists,
anthropologists, theologians, scholars of women's and gender studies and
communication
The Justification of Religious Violence 2014-05-05 How are justifications for
religious violence developed and dothey differ from secular justifications for
violence? Can liberalsocieties tolerate potentially violent religious groups?
Can thosewho accept religious justifications for violence be dissuaded
fromacting violently? Including six in-depth contemporary case studies,The
Justification of Religious Violence is the first book toexamine the logical
structure of justifications of religiousviolence. The first book specifically
devoted to examining the logicalstructure of justifications of religious violence
Seeks to understand how justifications for religious violenceare developed and
how or if they differ from ordinary secularjustifications of violence Examines 3
widely employed premises used in religiousjustifications of violence – ‘cosmic
war’, theimportance of the afterlife, and ‘sacred values’ Considers to what
extent liberal democratic societies shouldtolerate who hold that their religion
justifies violent acts Reflects on the possibility of effective policy measures
topersuade those who believe that violent action is justified byreligion, to
refrain from acting violently Informed by recent work in psychology, cognitive
science,neuroscience and evolutionary biology Part of the Blackwell Public
Philosophy Series
Religion und Politik Doron Kiesel 2015-05-11 War Religion lange Zeit eine eher
randst ndige Kategorie in der Politik, so erscheint sp testens seit dem 11.
September 2001 das Verh ltnis von Religion und Politik in einem ver nderten
Licht: Ist Religion ein Aspekt der Politik, wird sie gar f r politische Zwecke
instrumentalisiert oder f hrt die S kularisierung zur »Verbannung« der Religion in
den privaten Bereich? Mit Beitr gen von: Christoph Bultmann, Birgit Heller, Geert
Hendrich, Anja Hennig, Hans G. Kippenberg, J rg R pke, Ariane Sadjed, Nikolaus
Schneider, Wolf Wagner, Michael Wermke, Christian Wiese u.a.
The Causes and Consequences of Group Violence James Hawdon 2014-08-06
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This book offers a transnational and transdisciplinary investigation of violence,
ranging from bullying and hate crimes to revolutions, genocide, and terrorism. It
offers empirical investigations of these specific types of violence as well as
theoretical discussions of the underlying similarities and differences among these
forms of violence.
Religion and International Security Lee Marsden 2019-01-22 Religious violence
is on the rise globally. Hardly a day passes without news of a vicious attack
being carried out in the name of religion. Religion can, of course, bring security to
many but its perversion leads to insecurity for all. Why is this? How and why
do so many claim to act on God’s behalf to inflict deliberate human suffering? In
Religion and International Security Lee Marsden explores the return of religion
as a major cause of insecurity in the contemporary world. He guides readers
through the different theoretical perspectives surrounding the study of religion
and security, arguing that the secular bias that marginalized the role played by
religion in recent times must change to reflect the realities of the emerging postsecular international order. Packed with examples from around the world, the
book offers a thoughtful and nuanced exploration of religion and security
through key themes such as religiously motivated and inspired terrorism and
warfare, the human security of women and gay people in religiously dominated
communities, and the capacity for religious communities and leaders to heal
conflict through peacebuilding. For those who would rather deny a role for
religion when considering security, the genie is truly out of the bottle. This book
seeks to understand this phenomenon and how to come to terms with it.
Joshua 1-12 Thomas B. Dozeman 2015-01-01 An acknowledged expert on the
Hebrew Bible, Thomas Dozeman offers a fresh translation of the Hebrew and Greek
texts of the book of Joshua and explores the nature, function, and causes of the
religious violence depicted therein. By blending the distinct teachings of
Deuteronomy and the Priestly literature, Dozeman provides a unique
interpretation of holy war as a form of sacred genocide, arguing that, since
peace in the promised land required the elimination of the populations of all
existent royal cities, a general purging of the land accompanied the progress of
the ark of the covenant. This essential work of religious scholarship
demonstrates how the theme of total genocide is reinterpreted as partial
conquest when redactors place Joshua, an independent book, between
Deuteronomy and Judges. The author traces the evolution of this
reinterpretation of the central themes of religious violence while providing a
comparison of the two textual versions of Joshua and an insightful analysis of
the book's reception history.
Princeton Readings in Religion and Violence Mark Juergensmeyer 2011-10-10 An
anthology that examines the historical and contemporary relationship between
religion and violence This groundbreaking anthology provides the most
comprehensive overview for understanding the fascinating relationship between
religion and violence—historically, culturally, and in the contemporary world.
Bringing together writings from scholarly and religious traditions, it is the first
volume to unite primary sources—justifications for violence from religious
texts, theologians, and activists—with invaluable essays by authoritative
scholars. The first half of the collection includes original source materials
justifying violence from various religious perspectives: Hindu, Chinese, Christian,
Muslim, Jewish, and Buddhist. Showing that religious violence is found in every
tradition, these sources include ancient texts and scriptures along with
thoughtful essays from theologians wrestling with such issues as military
protection and pacifism. The collection also includes the writings of modern-day
activists involved in suicide bombings, attacks on abortion clinics, and nerve gas
assaults. The book's second half features well-known thinkers reflecting on
why religion and violence are so intimately related and includes excerpts from
early social theorists such as Durkheim, Marx, and Freud, as well as
contemporary thinkers who view the issue of religious violence from literary,
anthropological, postcolonial, and feminist perspectives. The editors' brief
introductions to each essay provide important historical and conceptual
contexts and relate the readings to one another. The diversity of selections and
their accessible length make this volume ideal for both students and general
readers.
A Cultural History of Peace in the Modern Age Ronald Edsforth 2022-02-24 A
Cultural History of Peace presents an authoritative survey from ancient times
to the present. The set of six volumes covers over 2500 years of history,
charting the evolving nature and role of peace throughout history. This volume,
A Cultural History of Peace in the Modern Age, explores peace in the period from
1920 to the present. As with all the volumes in the illustrated Cultural
History of Peace set, this volume presents essays on the meaning of peace, peace
movements, maintaining peace, peace in relation to gender, religion and war and
representations of peace. A Cultural History of Peace in the Modern Age is the
most authoritative and comprehensive survey available on peace in the twentieth
and twentieth century.
Princeton Readings in Religion and Violence Mark Juergensmeyer 2011-10-30 An
anthology that provides the comprehensive overview for understanding the
relationship between religion and violence - historically, culturally, and in the
contemporary world. It includes original source materials justifying violence
from various religious perspectives: Hindu, Chinese, Christian, Muslim, Jewish, and
Buddhist.
ChristianityNext Winter 2018: Negotiating Difference Young Lee Hertig 2018
Religion, Violence and Cities Liam O'Dowd 2016-04-14 In exploring the
connections between religion, violence and cities, the book probes the extent to
which religion moderates or exacerbates violence in an increasingly urbanised
world. Originating in a five year research project , Conflict in Cities and the
Contested State, concerned with Belfast, Jerusalem and other ethno-nationally
divided cities, this volume widens the geographical focus to include diverse cities
from the Balkans, the Middle East, Nigeria and Japan. In addressing the
princeton-readings-in-religion-and-violence

understudied triangular relationships between religion, violence and cities,
contributors stress the multiple forms taken by religion and violence while
challenging the compartmentalisation of two highly topical debates – links
between religion and violence on the one hand, and the proliferation of violent
urban conflicts on the other hand. Their research demonstrates why cities have
become so important in conflicts driven by state-building, fundamentalism,
religious nationalism, and ethno-religious division and illuminates the conditions
under which urban environments can fuel violent conflicts while simultaneously
providing opportunities for managing or transforming them. This book was
published as a special issue of Space and Polity.
Struggles for Shalom Laura Brenneman 2014-04-23 Struggles for Shalom is a
collection of essays by biblical scholars about peace, justice, and violence in
ancient Jewish and Christian texts, written to honor the life work of Mennonite
scholars Perry B. Yoder and Willard M. Swartley. In this volume, twenty-three
authors--colleagues, former students, friends, and others influenced by Yoder's
and Swartley's scholarship--add to the honorees' work in appreciation for their
shared focus on biblical texts' lessons of peace. Specific texts and topics include
Eccl 3:1-9 and time for war, Ezek 14:12-23 and God's retribution, Luke
22:31-61 and Peter's sword, the temple cleansing episodes in John 2 and Mark 11,
sectarianism and violence in manuscripts from the Dead Sea, violence in creation in
the Hebrew Bible, Chronicles as utopian literature, peace and violence in Paul's
writings, and globalization in biblical studies. This collection is diverse and
ambitious. For church and academy, and for anyone curious about what
Scripture has to say about peace and violence, this book delivers focused study
of peace and violence across the Testaments. Contributors Include: Wilma Ann
Bailey Jo-Ann A. Brant Laura L. Brenneman Jacob W. Elias Reta Halteman Finger
Michael J. Gorman Nancy R. Heisey Paul Keim Christopher Marshall Safwat
Marzouk Douglas B. Miller Ben C. Ollenburger Dorothy M. Peters David
Rensberger Andrea Dalton Saner Brad D. Schantz Mary H. Schertz Steven
Schweitzer Willard M. Swartley Jackie Wyse-Rhodes Joshua Yoder Perry B.
Yoder Thomas R. Yoder Neufeld Paul Yokota Gordon Zerbe Other volumes in the
series include: A Peaceable Hope (vol. 11, Baker Academic, 2013) Atonement,
Justice, and Peace (vol. 10, Eerdmans, 2011) Covenant of Peace (vol. 9,
Eerdmans, 2006) The Sound of Sheer Silence and the Killing State (vol. 8,
Cascadia Publishing House and Herald Press, 2004) Beautiful upon the
Mountains (vol. 7, Institute of Mennonite Studies and Herald Press, 2003)
Crowned with Glory and Honor (vol. 6, Pandora Press US, 2002) Beyond
Retribution (vol. 5, Eerdmans, 2001) Violence Renounced (vol. 4, Herald Press
and Pandora Press US, 2000) The Love of Enemy and Nonretaliation in the New
Testament (vol. 3, Westminster John Knox, 1992) The Meaning of Peace (vol. 2,
Westminster John Knox, 1992) The Gospel of Peace (vol. 1, Westminster John
Knox, 1992)
Wrestling with the Violence of God M. Daniel Carroll R. 2015-10-09 The
prevalence of evil and violence in the world is a growing focus of scholarly
attention, especially violence done in the name of religion and violence found
within the pages of the Old Testament. Many atheists consider this reason
enough to reject the notion of a supreme deity. Some Christians attempt to
exonerate God by reinterpreting problematic passages or by prioritizing
portrayals of God’s nonviolence. Other Christians have begun to respond to
violence in the Old Testament by questioning the nature of the text itself,
though not rejecting belief in a good God. Wrestling with the Violence of God:
Soundings in the Old Testament is a response to these challenging issues. The
chapters in this volume present empathetic, holistic, and methodologically
responsible readings of the Old Testament as Christian Scripture. Contributors
from different nationalities, religious traditions, and educational institutions
come together to address representative biblical material that depicts violence.
Chapters address explicit portrayals of divine violence, human responses to
violence of God and violence in the world, alternative understandings of
supposedly violent texts, and a hopeful future in which violence is no more.
Rather than attempt to offer a conclusive answer to the issue, this volume
constructively contributes to the ongoing discussion.
Complex Identities in a Shifting World Pamela Couture 2015-01-09 Clear and
well-defined identities are hard to sustain in a rapidly shifting world. Peoples,
goods, and cultures are on the move. The internet and other technologies
increase the amount, the speed, and the intensity of cultural exchanges.
Individuals, organizations, and nations develop complex identities out of many
traditions, different ideals, various ways of life, and many models of
organization. Religious traditions both collide and interact, with spiritual
journeys crossing religious boundaries. In this book, more than 20 contributors
from different backgrounds and academic disciplines offer an array of practical
theological perspectives to help understand these complex identities and
negotiate this shifting world. (Series: International Practical Theology - Vol.
17) [Subject: Religious Studies, Cultural Studies]
Handbook of Religion and the Authority of Science Jim R. Lewis 2010-11-19 The
present collection examines the many different ways in which religions appeal to
the authority of science. The result is a wide-ranging and uniquely compelling
study of how religions adapt their message to the challenges of the
contemporary world.
Politics of Religion and Nationalism Ferran Requejo 2014-12-17 There are
numerous examples of how religion and nationalism intertwine. In some cases, a
common religion is the fundamental marker of a nation’s identity, whereas in
others secular nationalism tries to hold together people of different religious
beliefs. This book examines the link between religion and nationalism in
contemporary polities. By exploring case studies on India, Russia, Israel, Canada,
Chechnya, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Belgium, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Sri Lanka,
Catalonia and the Basque Country, it seeks to understand the relationship
between these two key societal forms of diversity and assess the interaction
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between religious and nationalist perspectives. Expert contributors examine a
variety of phenomena, including secular nationalism, secessionism, and polities in
which religious pluralism is evolving. This book will be of interest to students
and scholars of political science, religion and politics, nationalism, federalism,
secession, political philosophy, racial and ethnic politics and comparative
politics.
The Cambridge Companion to the Problem of Evil Chad Meister 2017-06-09 For
many centuries philosophers have been discussing the problem of evil - one of the
greatest problems of intellectual history. There are many facets to the problem,
and for students and scholars unfamiliar with the vast literature on the
subject, grasping the main issues can be a daunting task. This Companion provides
a stimulating introduction to the problem of evil. More than an introduction to
the subject, it is a state-of-the-art contribution to the field which provides
critical analyses of and creative insights on this longstanding problem. Fresh
themes in the book include evil and the meaning of life, beauty and evil, evil and
cosmic evolution, and anti-theodicy. Evil is discussed from the perspectives of
the major monotheistic religions, agnosticism, and atheism. Written by leading
scholars in clear and accessible prose, this book is an ideal companion for
undergraduate and graduate students, teachers, and scholars across the
disciplines.
When Texas Prison Scams Religion Michael G. Maness 2022-01-28 State
ordained child torturer Minister prisoner represents the offices of the Lt. Gov.
Dan Patrick, TDCJ. Bryan Collier, TCBJ, and wardens throughout the prison–but
the greatest piece of fantasy is how the Executive Culture of cover ups came to
see this Fool’s Parade as good for Texas, even “God’s will” to change the
world. TDCJ destroys records of violence after 7 years and has hired the
lowest qualified of the applicant pool many times in the last 25 years, even
ordered the cleaning of contraband at the Polunsky Prison, and all those
responsible for covering up a horde were promoted! 25 years of this! Who thinks
a director that allowed that can competently supervise a na ve volunteer in a
systemwide program of indenturing prisoners? Why is the director sponsoring
psychopaths counseling psychopaths? Answer? MONEY–selling the Fool’s
Parade Fantasy that buying faith from prisoners with favor turns them into
saints after 4 years of Bible to na ve Evangelicals. Who thinks it JUSTICE that
400,000,000 hours of officer contact has zero definitive influence on parole
when a commissioner spends
Routledge Handbook of Religion and Politics Jeffrey Haynes 2016-01-13 From
the United States to the Middle East, Asia and Africa, religion continues to be
an important factor in political activity and organisation. The second edition of
this successful handbook provides the definitive global survey of the interaction
of religion and politics. Featuring contributions from an international team of
experts, it examines the political aspects of all the world's major religions,
including such crucial contemporary issues as religious fundamentalism,
terrorism, the 'war on terror', the 'clash of civilizations', the Arab Spring, and
science and religion. Each chapter has been updated to reflect the latest
developments and thinking in the field, and new chapters such as ‘Postsecularism
and international relations’ and ‘Securitization and Secularization: The two
pillars of state regulation of European Islam’ have been added to ensure the book
is a comprehensive and up-to-date resource. Four main themes addressed include:
World religions and politics Religion and governance Religion and international
relations Religion, security and development References at the end of each
chapter have been overhauled to guide the reader towards the most up-to-date
information on various topics. This book is an indispensable source of information
for students, academics and the wider public interested in the dynamic relationship
between politics and religion.
Yearbook of International Religious Demography 2018 2018-07-19 The
Yearbook of International Religious Demography presents an annual snapshot of
the state of religious statistics around the world (past, present, and future) in
sets of tables and scholarly articles spanning social science, demography,
history, and geography.
The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Philosophy of Religion Graham Oppy
2015-04-17 Philosophy of religion has experienced a renaissance in recent times,
paralleling the resurgence in public debate about the place and value of religion
in contemporary Western societies. The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary
Philosophy of Religion is an outstanding reference source to the key topics,
problems and debates in this exciting subject. Comprising over thirty chapters by
a team of international contributors, the Handbook is divided into seven parts:
theoretical orientations conceptions of divinity epistemology of religious belief
metaphysics and religious language religion and politics religion and ethics
religion and scientific scrutiny. Within these sections central issues, debates and
problems are examined, including: religious experience, religion and superstition,
realism and anti-realism, scientific interpretation of religious texts, feminist
approaches to religion, religion in the public square, tolerance, religion and metaethics, religion and cognitive science, and the meaning of life. Together, they offer
readers an informed understanding of the current state of play in the liveliest
areas of contemporary philosophy of religion. The Routledge Handbook of
Contemporary Philosophy of Religion is essential reading for students and
researchers of philosophy of religion from across the Humanities and Social
Sciences.
Divine Violence and the Christus Victor Atonement Model Martyn J. Smith
2016-09-23 In this book Martyn Smith addresses the issue of God's violence and
refuses to shy away from difficult and controversial conclusions. Through his
wide-ranging and measured study he reflects upon God and violence in both
biblical and theological contexts, assessing the implications of divine violence
for understanding and engaging with God's nature and character. Jesus too,
through his dramatic actions in the temple, is presented as one capable of
exhibiting a surprising degree of violent behavior in the furtherance of God's
princeton-readings-in-religion-and-violence
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purposes. Through a reappropriation of the ancient Christus Victor model of
atonement, with its dramatic representation of God's war with the Satan, Smith
proposes that Christian understanding of both God and salvation has to return
to its long-neglected past in order to move forward, both biblically and
dynamically, into the future.
Spirituality Roger S. Gottlieb 2013 Roger S. Gottlieb provides a lucid and
accessible overview of what spirituality is, enabling a clear-eyed understanding
of the concept, its manifold connections to other aspects of personal and social
life, its role as a positive psychological and social phenomenon, and some of the
risks that attend it.
Religious Terrorism Heather Gregg 2020-07-31 How can the world's religions,
which propagate peace and love, promote violence and the killing of innocent
civilians through terrorist acts? This Element aims to provide insights into this
puzzle by beginning with a brief overview of debates on terrorism, a discussion on
religion and the various resources it provides groups engaging in terrorist acts,
four arguments for what causes religious terrorism, brief examples of religious
terrorism across faith traditions, and a synopsis of deradicalization programs.
This discussion shows that, when combined with certain political and social
circumstances, religions provide powerful resources for justifying and
motivating terrorist acts against civilians.
Vanguardism Phillip W. Gray 2019-12-06 Providing an innovative
conceptualization to extremist political movements founded upon "worldhistoric" populations and vanguard party organizations, Vanguardism sets out
a new path in investigating the intellectual and historical influences that
created extremist politics, the totalitarian movements and regimes of the
twentieth century, and a framework for interpreting extremism in the present.
Expanding its view across the turbulent intellectual currents of the nineteenth
century, Philip W. Gray illustrates how these ideas shaped the shared ideational
and organizational structures that would develop into Leninism, Fascism, and
Nazism in the early twentieth century. Moving beyond the Second World War,
the book explicates how vanguardism did not vanish with the war’s conclusion,
but was modified throughout the period of national liberation movements and
Western extremist groups over the ensuing decades. Concluding in the present
with an eye to the future, Gray presents a framework for comprehending the
extremist movement of today, and how organizational shifts can give us clues
to the forms of totalitarian politics of tomorrow. Original and provocative,
Vanguardism will become essential reading for everyone looking to understand
totalitarianism and extremist politics of our time.
Christianity and Violence Lloyd Steffen 2021-04-30 How Christian people have
framed the meaning of violence within their faith tradition has been a complex
process subject to all manner of historical, cultural, political, ethnic and
theological contingencies. As a tradition encompassing widely divergent beliefs
and perspectives, Christianity has, over two millennia, adapted to changing
cultural and historical circumstances. To grasp the complexity of this
tradition and its involvement with violence requires attention to specific
elements explored in this Element: the scriptural and institutional sources for
violence; the faith commitments and practices that join communities and sanction
both resistance to and authorization for violence; and select historical
developments that altered the power wielded by Christianity in society, culture
and politics. Relevant issues in social psychology and the moral action guides
addressing violence affirmed in Christian communities provide a deeper explanation
for the motivations that have led to the diverse interpretations of violence
avowed in the Christian tradition.
Religious Credibility under Fire Leif-Hagen Seibert 2018-02-05 Leif-Hagen Seibert
carries out a three-step praxeological analysis of empirical data from field
studies in the research project “The ethos of religious peace builders” that
allows for novel assessments of societal conjuncture (field theory), subjective
meaning (habitus analysis), and the mutual ‘rules of engagement’ of religious
practice (the religious nomos). Over the course of this three-step argument, the
sociological concept of religious credibility – i.e. the determinants of religious
legitimacy – gains more and more contours and facilitates the reevaluation of
risks and chances in a peace process where religion is a vector for both peace and
division.
Religion and Violence Paul R. Powers 2020-07-29 Does religion cause much of
the world’s violence? Is religion inherently violent? Would violence disappear if
religion did? Is true religion a force for peace? Is religion a mask for power and
self-interest? What aspects of religion make violence more—or less—likely?
Religion and Violence: A Religious Studies Approach explores the potential of
classic social theories to shed light on the relationships between religion and
violence. This accessible and engaging book starts from the premise that both
religion and violence are ordinary elements of social life and that rather than
causing violence religion plays a crucial role in the management of violence. Ideal
for any student approaching the topic of religion and violence for the first time,
this core textbook includes chapter overviews and summaries, guides for applying
theory to real-world events, discussion questions, and case studies. Further
teaching and learning resources are available on the accompanying companion
website.
Terror in the Mind of God, Fourth Edition Mark Juergensmeyer 2017-03-28
"Completely revised and updated, this new edition of Terror in the Mind of God
incorporates the events of September 11, 2001 into Mark Juergensmeyer's
landmark study of religious terrorism. Juergensmeyer explores the 1993 World
Trade Center explosion, Hamas suicide bombings, the Tokyo subway nerve gas
attack, and the killing of abortion clinic doctors in the United States. His
personal interviews with 1993 World Trade Center bomber Mahmud Abouhalima,
Christian Right activist Mike Bray, Hamas leaders Sheik Yassin and Abdul Azis
Rantisi, and Sikh political leader Simranjit Singh Mann, among others, take us into
the mindset of those who perpetrate and support violence in the name of
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religion."--Provided by publisher.
Elements of Ritual and Violence Margo Kitts 2018-03-31 Ritualized violence is
by definition not haphazard or random, but seemingly intentional and often
ceremonial. It has a long history in religious practice, as attested in texts and
artifacts from the earliest civilizations. It is equally evident in the behaviors of
some contemporary religious activists and within initiatory practices ongoing in
many regions of the world. Given its longevity and cultural expanse, ritualized
violence presumably exerts a pull deeply into the sociology, psychology,
anthropology, theology, perhaps even ontology of its practitioners, but this is
not transparent. This short volume will sketch the subject of ritualized
violence, that is, it will summarize some established theories about ritual and
about violence, and will ponder a handful of striking instantiations of their link.
The Ashgate Research Companion to Anthropology Andrew J. Strathern
2016-03-03 This companion provides an indispensable overview of contemporary
and classical issues in social and cultural anthropology. Although
anthropology has expanded greatly over time in terms of the diversity of topics
in which its practitioners engage, many of the broad themes and topics at the
heart of anthropological thought remain perennially vital, such as
understanding order and change, diversity and continuity, and conflict and cooperation in the reproduction of social life. Bringing together leading scholars in
the field, the contributors to this volume provide us with thoughtful and
fruitful ways of thinking about a number of contemporary and long-standing
arenas of work where both established and more recent researchers are engaged.
The companion begins by exploring classic topics such as Religion; Rituals;
Language and Culture; Violence; and Gender. This is followed by a focus on
current developments within the discipline including Human Rights; Globalization;
and Diasporas and Cosmopolitanism. It provides an interesting and challenging
look at the state of current thinking in anthropology, serving as a rich resource
for scholars and students alike.
Martyrdom, Self-Sacrifice, and Self-Immolation Margo Kitts 2018-05-01
Suicide in the forms of martyrdom, self-sacrifice, or self-immolation is perennially
controversial: Should it rightly be termed suicide? Does religion sanction it?
Should it be celebrated or anathematized? At least some idealization of such
self-chosen deaths is found in every religious tradition treated in this volume,
from ascetic heroes who conquer their passions to save others by dying, to
righteous warriors who suffer and die valiantly while challenging the status
quo. At the same time, there are persistent disputes about the concepts used to
justify these deaths, such as altruism, heroism, and religion itself. In this volume,
renowned scholars bring their literary and historical expertise to bear on the
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contested issue of religiously sanctioned suicide. Three examine contemporary
movements with disputed classical roots, while eleven look at classical
religious literatures which variously laud and disparage figures who invite selfharm to the point of death. Overall, the volume offers an important scholarly
corrective to the axiom that religious traditions simply and always embrace life
at any cost.
Violence and the World's Religious Traditions Mark Juergensmeyer 2017 Though
much has been written about particular forms of violence related to religion,
such as sacrificial rites and militant martyrdom, there have been few efforts to
survey the phenomena in all of the world's major religious traditions,
historically and in the present, viewing the subject inpersonal as well as social
dimensions, and covering both literary themes and political conflicts. This
compact collection of essays provides such an overview. Each of the essays
explores the ways in which violence is justified within the literary and
theological foundation of the tradition, how itis used symbolically and in
ritual practice, and how social acts of vengeance and warfare have been
justified by religious ideas.The nature of the connection between violence and
faith has always been a topic of heated debate, especially as acts of violence
performed in the name of religion have erupted onto the global stage. Some
scholars argue that these acts of violence are not really religious at all, but
symptomatic ofother elements of society or human nature. Others however point
to the fact that often the perpetrators of these acts cite the faith's own
foundational texts as their inspiration - and that the occurrence of violence in
the name of religion exists across all faith traditions. Is violence, then, therare
exception in religious traditions or is it one of the rules? The contributors to
this volume explore many possible approaches to this question and myriad
others. How is religion defined? Must a religion be centered on supernatural
beings? Does the term refer to social behavior or private? Isdogma or practice
the key to its essence? Is it a philosophical system or a poetic structure? And
how should violence be defined? From whose perspective and at what point is an
act to be deemed violent? What act cannot be construed as violent in some
way? For instance, are we talking only about warand genocide, or
psychological coercion, social restrictions and binding
categorizations?Collectively, the essays in this volume reflect the complex and
contested meanings of both religion and violence, providing overviews of
engagements with violence in Hindu, Buddhist, Chinese, Sikh, Jewish, Christian,
Islamic, African, and Pacific Island religious traditions. By shedding light on
theintersection of violence with faith, this volume does much to expand the
understanding of the nature of religion itself, and the diverse forms it may take.
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